In [1] the thermal barrier formation for plasma particles near point of local electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) in monotonically inhomogeneous magnetic field along system axis for plasma flow has been observed experimentally. In this paper the mechanism of this large amplitude barrier formation for plasma electrons and ions has been proposed and investigated theoretically.
In [1] the thermal barrier formation for plasma particles near point of local electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) in monotonically inhomogeneous magnetic field along system axis for plasma flow has been observed experimentally. In this paper the mechanism of this large amplitude barrier formation for plasma electrons and ions has been proposed and investigated theoretically.
In a neighbourhood of ECR point transversal electron velocity increases strongly. At motion of electrons along an inhomogeneous magnetic field transversal electron velocity decreases and longitudinal electron velocity increases. The increase of longitudinal velocity results that electrons in the area, where they penetrate, will derivate negative volume charge.
This charge is a dip of an electric potential, from which the electrons are reflected. The increase of longitudinal velocity in a neighbourhood of ECR point results also that a nonequilibrium state occurs. In other words, electron current velocity concerning to ions appears. The reflection of electrons from dip of an electric potential results in growth of its amplitude. The dip is excited on a slow ion modes with very small velocity.
Quasistationary properties of a dip are described in neglect by a non-equilibrium.
Taking into account the non-equilibrium state results in excitation of the dip, in other words to growth of its amplitude.
As the large part of electrons of plasma flow is reflected from the electrical potential dip, and the ions pass through dip freely, a volume charge of ions there is formed, in which field ions are reflected. This volume charge forms large amplitude hump of the electrical potential. The flow of ions excites this hump of an electrical potential. The hump of the electrical potential is almost nonmobile in the space.
